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Congratulations! You are now a top writer in Bitcoin.

This milestone will appear on your profile and on the Bitcoin tag page. Learn more about how top writers are selected.

To retain your status, just keep publishing great stories tagged Bitcoin.
1. Nobody Knows Anything

..............................Except

NOBODY KNOWS ANYTHING.

WHAT A RELIEF.

THANK GOODNESS.

I THOUGHT IT WAS JUST ME.
Crypto Is....... 

The biggest thing to ever happen to mankind 

10x-100x the impact of the Internet on humanity 

“Logic will get you from A to Z; imagination will get you everywhere.” 

-Albert Einstein
The Macro Crypto Opportunity In Context

What Was Possible Before The Internet

What Was Possible After The Internet

What’s Possible With Crypto
The Micro Crypto Opportunity In Context
Smart Contracts Make Crypto Possibilities Infinite

The Kerner Coin

A MyCoin Production

Supported by the MyCoin Decentralized App Store (DAPP)

The Kerner Voting Profile

A Horizon State Production

Supported by the Horizon State DAPP Store
2. Decentralization Is A Thing

Decentralization is the lens through which I now look at everything. It’s the most important thing I’ve learned about over the last three months.
3. The Crypto Bubble Isn’t A Bubble, It’s a ......
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